Hamilton’s Hats, Hetty’s Hats –
Which is your favourite hat? Can you describe
your favourite hat? What did Hamilton do with
his hat?
Cat in the Hat –
What happened when the cat came to play?
What chaos did he cause? What chaos would he
cause if he came to your house? Can you write a
rhyming poem about what the Cat in the Hat
did when he came back?
Art/Technology
Can they follow a set of instructions to make a
hat?

Number – Can you count back from a hundred? Can
you count forwards and backwards in 10s from any
number? What is the value of each digit in a 2 or 3
digit number?
Can you add and subtract 1 and 2 digit numbers?
Visit our Hat Shop – Can you pay for items and work
out the correct change?
Can you find fractions of shapes? Can you find
fractions of different amounts? What are equivalent
fractions?

Geography

Year 2
Autumn Term

Portraits – This is me!
Can they draw lines of different shapes and
thickness using different pencils?
Can they cut and tear paper for their collage?
PSHCE
Citizenship (Me &
my community) –
Learning to work
and play together
and establishing
rules.

Computing
Internet Safety
How we keep ourselves
safe when searching the
internet?
Who is hiding behind that
hat?

Hat Investigations. Identify and classify
hats according to their properties and
uses. Gather and record data on the most
popular hats in the class. Suggest which
hat would be best to wear in summer and
why? What material is best to make a sun
hat from and why?

Hats! Glorious hats!
PE:
Yr1 - Gymnastics
Can they make their body tense, relaxed, curled and
stretched?
Can they control their body when travelling and
balancing?
Can they copy sequences?
Can they climb safely?
Can they plan and show a sequence of movements?

Put on a hat! Where is that hat from?
What hat would you wear when you went
to visit different countries? Can you find
these places on a map?

History
What can you buy at the milliners?
In living memory – My time line.
Can they sequence a set of events/objects
in chronological order? Can they write their
own biography?

